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NEW QUESTION: 1
How many Dimensions can you combine into a Standard Report
Group?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An ECS is configured as backend storage for OpenStack Glance.
Which type of data will it store?
A. OpenStack Swift client access information

B. Multimedia files
C. Disk and server images
D. Volume data backups
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are deploying an application to a Compute Engine VM in a
managed instance group. The application must be running at all
times, but only a single instance of the VM should run per GCP
project. How should you configure the instance group?
A. Set autoscaling to Off, set the minimum number of instances
to 1, and then set the maximum number of instances to 2.
B. Set autoscaling to On, set the minimum number of instances
to 1, and then set the maximum number of instances to 1.
C. Set autoscaling to Off, set the minimum number of instances
to 1, and then set the maximum number of instances to 1.
D. Set autoscaling to On, set the minimum number of instances
to 1, and then set the maximum number of instances to 2.
Answer: B
Explanation:
If for any reason VM crashes autoscaling set as OFF wont spin
another instance in its place which would defeat the purpose of
always running VM(tough there will be some disruption) as -Max-num-Instance is set to 1.
There is no mention of auto-healing is set or not which is
disable by default.
B - Incorrect - Does not fit the requirement because AFTER the
deletion of the instance, no other instance was created.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two statements about TCP are true? (Choose two.)
A. Its maximum data offset is ten 32-bit words.
B. TCP option must be divisible by 32.
C. It has a 32-bit checksum field.
D. It has a 32-bit window size.
E. It has a 16-bit window size.
F. Its maximum data offset is fifteen 32-bit words.
Answer: E,F
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